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UNIKITTY!
BRAND NEW SHOW
FRIDAYS, 4:30PM FROM APRIL 27
Transporting viewers to a joyous kingdom full of sparkle matter, happy thoughts and the occasional
rage-out, this all-new animated series follows Unikitty, the beloved character from The LEGO® Movie,
and a whole cast of friends into a world full of adventure, excitement and dance parties.
As ruler of the kingdom, Unikitty has busy days full of royal responsibilities. Unikitty is most interested
in making sure everyone is happy and ridding the kingdom of negativity, but don’t misunderstand her
optimism – she is one kitty not to be crossed. While she may be full of boundless energy and creativity,
Unikitty is a force to be reckoned with if anyone gets in the way of spreading her positive vibes,
especially if anyone makes her little brother and best friend, Puppycorn, sad.
Through it all, Unikitty and her friends make sure that every day is the happiest and most creative
ever.
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UNCLE GRANDPA
BRAND NEW EPISODES
WEEKENDS, 9:00AM FROM APRIL 1
Uncle Grandpa is a magical uncle and grandpa to everyone. He travels around the world in an RV on
a mission to help everyone he meets!
In these brand new episodes we see Uncle Grandpa embark on hilarious adventures. Including when
he tries to help a cat who is afraid of taking baths, and when the RV is mysteriously sent back and forth
through time. We also discover that Pizza Steve isn’t who they thought he was.
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CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS
BRAND NEW EPISODES
WEEKENDS, 9:35AM FROM APRIL 7
Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs: The Series takes place before giant food rains down on Swallow
Falls, when sardines are still the driving force behind the blue-collar town’s booming economy. Flint
Lockwood is a high school student who suffers from NFD: non-fish-related dreams. He strives to be a
serious inventor in a world beyond sardines…and maybe one day have his inventions change the
world instead of blowing up in his face.
Joining the cause is Sam Sparks—new girl in town and aspiring meteorologist. Flint and Sam come
together for comedic adventures with all the great characters from the film: Flint's dad, Tim; Flint’s
lab assistant, Steve the monkey; Earl, the school’s busiest teacher; Manny, the head of the school's
audio-visual department; Brent, the local teenage celebrity and captain of the mascot team; and
Mayor Shelbourne, who wins every election with a pro-sardine platform (and bribes…lots of bribes).
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LEGO NINJAGO MASTER OF SPINJITZU
DECODED
BRAND NEW EPISODES
WEEKENDS, 10:00AM FROM APRIL 7
In the aftermath of the battle with the Hands of Time, the Ninja take turns searching for Wu while
Zane temporarily fills their missing master’s role as record keeper by downloading his memories into
the Samurai X computer. When Zane is unable to logout, he discovers the source of the malfunction
– a mysterious PUZZLE BOX.
Zane is trapped in his own mind, and the only way for the Ninja to free him is to solve a series of
puzzles inspired by their lives, their vehicles, and their battles.
The Ninja must complete their digital trip down memory lane before they lose Zane – and possibly
all of Ninjago – forever.
For more information and images, please contact Tina Petrovski at
tina@catapultcomms.com or +61 403 322 607.

